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there are a ton of different dark souls armors in the mod. the first one is the simplest. you'll notice the name of
the file begins with ds3_darksouls_armor_soul_knight. this one is a slightly larger armor set with the dlc included
in the name. the first upgrade in this list is the dark souls 1 armor. the dark souls armor is far more effective if

they have the numbers showing on them. you can find the dark souls armor in the mod. it's the first armor in the
list and it's the easiest to use. the mod also has a neat feature that makes npc's in 'one-off' towns and villages

check for eligible npcs on their 'radar' lists, and if they find one, they'll send you off to take care of the enemy. in
my case, an orc in windhelm, the 'fame' of this mod also gave me a chance to upgrade my profession of

blacksmithing to make a better set of armor. that was the highlight of my day. this mod is, as i said, a bit of a
bear to set up, and if you're used to installing mods in skyrim se/sevr, you're going to have to set up a few things.
first, you need to install the skyui mod, which is the core of all the functionality of the mod, including the nemesis
system. the second thing you'll need is the skse/sksevr mod. this will let you use the free nemesis and alternative

death system script. note that the mod requires you to be in the skyrim console and type the following
commands: i know there are a few more badass armors from this game out there. however, this collection is by
far the best and most diverse collection of high quality armors i could find. an excellent balance of high and low
quality armor, such as the over exaggerated body armor of the orc tengu and the tight, yet functional armor of

the elf warden.
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That is until Skyrim added to its roster a
diverse package of new armor options.
Horse armor ended up as an option of
last resort for a character who couldn't
afford any more clothing (anymore than

they already couldn't because they'd
never thought to leave the blacksmith).
But a modder like sycionix could turn

horse armor into a wardrobe of
swappable and reversible bespoke

armor that could get you through any
kind of dynamic or static quest you

need. The other thing that makes this
armor different is that it is purchasable
with your own money - you don't need

to rely on a game's misleading
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mechanics to pay for something that is
actually useful. This is especially

important when you consider that the
horse armor mod can provide you with

everything from gauntlets that will
make you look like a gladiator (or a
badass videogame character from a
different universe) to your protective
riding outfit with the full support of a

steed that stands ready to take orders
and respond to your voice commands.
You could dress up as if your horse was
a smart AI riding boss in your fantasy
world. This is more important in DLC

since often you'll find yourself needing
to do the most outrageous or dangerous
missions in that specific DLC, and you'll

be asking yourself "what if they see
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me?" Equipped in full static armor of
elven design, you'll feel a bit more safe
about storming the Master Vampire's
lair. Or, if you're fighting the dragon
that is protecting it, you'll be able to
ride back out of danger and have a

reason to come back later to finish the
fight. And it's not just a dragon battle
you'll be fighting - you could even ride

to the lost city of Solitude and get a
raise by helping out the townsfolk who
are torn from their homes. Horse armor
is a mod that makes you feel invincible,

and that means that you can explore
and accomplish things that you wouldn't
otherwise be able to. It isn't like you can
even do those quests with your hands

tied behind your back - you can still cut
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people, wrap them in chains, and
brandish a weapon before running from

danger. But you don't have to if you
choose to slap on some horse armor

instead. 5ec8ef588b
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